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Beto O’Rourke offers failed policies that are too radical for Wisconsin 

As Beto O’Rourke visits UW-Madison, students should consider how his radical policies will 

impact Wisconsinites and all Americans  

 

As Beto O’Rourke makes a visit to The University of Wisconsin-Madison, let’s review 

O’Rourke’s positions and policies that are far too radical for Wisconsin:  

 

• O’Rourke voted against vital legislation to secure the U.S.-Mexican border and even 

went as far as to call the border wall “racist.” O’Rourke has even claimed that the border 

wall “ends lives.” 

• O’Rourke voted against the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2018 that cut taxes for 90% of 

Americans and saves the average Wisconsin family of four $2,500 per year.   

• O’Rourke signaled support for Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s absurdly unrealistic 

‘Green New Deal’ that would require trillions of additional government revenue to 

implement; that’s right HIGHER taxes for hard working Wiconsinties.  

• O'Rourke voted against a bill that would ban abortion at 20 weeks because "it would 

endanger the lives and health of women in Texas.” 

• O’Rourke does not place Veterans care as a priority, and voted against the VA 

Accountability Act of 2015 which expanded the ability of the VA to remove or demote 

employees based on performance or misconduct. 

• O’Rourke still supports the “Affordable” Care Act and is working to expand the failing 

government-run healthcare machine by supporting “Universal” Health Care 

• O’Rourke was one of eight representatives, Republican or Democrat, that voted against 

vital funding for the Iron Dome in Israel. 

• Beto O’Rourke once called the Iran Nuclear Deal an “impressive diplomatic 

achievement,” despite grave concerns for the United States’ national security.  

• O'Rourke is a strong-supporter of gun-control efforts that would restrict Wisconsinites’ 

Second Amendment Rights.  

 

It’s abundantly clear that Beto O’Rourke and his radical policy positions are too liberal for 

Wisconsin and its college students. His policies mean higher taxes, bigger government, and less 

liberty and freedom for all Americans.  
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